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Abstract— Interactive visualization of very large data sets
remains a challenging problem to the visualization community.
One promising solution involves representing the data at multiple
resolution levels in both space and time. Low resolution data is
used to give the scientist a large scale overview of the data.Finer
resolution data is used to show smaller regions of interest chosen
by the scientist exploring the data.

We have developed multiresolution data support software
whose goal is to facilitate interactive visualizations of very large
scientific datasets. We have also implemented a database plugin
for the VisIt visualization environment that allows all VisIt
visualization modules to access our multiresolution data support
system. Using our software, the scientist can view the data at a
coarse resolution, can then select a region of interest, followed by
a zoom into that region, viewing the data at a finer resolution.

I. I NTRODUCTION

One significant challenge remaining in the scientific visu-
alization community is the size of the datasets that must be
analyzed. Typically, today’s simulations generate far more data
than the scientist can effectively understand. Since understand-
ing such large and complex datasets is a critical component
of understanding the science behind the data, this problem
represents a nettlesome bottleneck in scientific research.In
this paper, we address this situation by providing the scientist
with tools that facilitate interactive visual explorationof very
large time series datasets.1

A. Application

Interactive visualization of data is a very effective technique
for gaining insight into the phenomena behind simulation
data. It is the huge size of these science datasets that limit
the interactivity in the visualization environment. Often space
science disciplines must deal with data that is much too large
to be stored in main memory or to be represented on a
display screen of only a few million pixels. One promising
solution involves data representation at multiple resolution
levels. Coarser resolutions are used for large-scale overview
visualizations, and increasingly finer resolutions can be ac-
cessed as the scientist “zooms in” to regions that encompass
a more limited spatial and/or temporal range.

Some of the very largest datasets come from space science
research that requires the analysis oftime varyingscientific
datasets. Fortunately, the temporal domain also provides a
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natural mechanism for limiting data access that can ease
the data size issue to a certain extent. Our research focuses
on interactive visualization oftime seriesof spatial datasets
such as the data produced by magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
simulations. The output produced is quite often many hundreds
of gigabytes of three-dimensional time series data. The combi-
nation of both temporal and spatial data provides opportunities
for the development of visualization applications, to the extent
that the application can easily access a data representation
based on a resolution in both the spatial and temporal domains
that is appropriate for the current task.

B. Project Overview

We are currently developingmultiresolution data manage-
ment toolsthat help support interactive visualization of very
large multiresolution and multisource scientific datasets. Our
goal is to integrate our software into existing visualization
applications tailored to the needs of specific research areas
and tasks. In particular, we focus on supporting visualization
software using multi and adaptive resolution data to aid
in interactivity. This paper describes the integration of our
multiresolution data management support into theVisIt visu-
alization environment [1] developed by Lawrence Livermore
Laboratories.

II. M ULTRESOLUTION SCIENTIFIC DATA

REPRESENTATION

We have developed a multiresolution scientific data model
[2] that incorporates spatial and temporal semantics with
localized error and we have implemented a prototype database
system (the Granite Scientific Database System) based on that
model [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. The model’s semantics are
common to many scientific applications and therefore are valu-
able to a variety of disciplines. The model supports integrated
views of multi-file datasets that may be distributed over a
network. Both point-based and cell-based data organizations
are supported.

We have developed a tool that can generate multiple reso-
lutions for time series data in both thespatial and temporal
domains. The spatial and temporal resolutions are integrated
into a single comprehensive data representation. Our prototype
implementation is in ourSTARgenandSTARview tools [9].
STARview supports multiple spatial wavelet decompositions



of each step of a time series dataset, which can itself be a
member of a multiresolution time series decomposition.

III. MHD S IMULATION DATA V ISUALIZATION

Space science researchers have built and simulated nu-
merical models of the solar wind and its interaction with
the earth’s magnetosphere for only the past 20 years or so
[10], [11]. The data we are currently working with comes
from simulations run at the Space Science Research center at
the University of New Hampshire. Their simulation of solar
wind activity records several physical attributes, including bulk
plasma velocity, current density, magnetic field, and pressure.
The data is a 3D time series in which points are sampled on
a stretched cartesian grid [12]. The particular dataset used for
the examples in this paper contains 87 recorded time steps
spanning a numerical simulation of 5220 time steps. The total
size of this dataset is 15GB.

IV. VisIt INTEGRATION

The primary goal of our visualization research is to aid the
scientist in gaining knowledge from very large datasets.

VisIt is a general purpose visualization environment aimed
at giving researchers scientific visualization tools for scientific
datasets [1].VisIt is built largely upon the Visualization Toolkit
(VTK) [13] libraries, extending the interface and providing
a comprehensive environment to the scientist.VisIt supports
many different types of data and has a modular architecture
that allows users to build data plugins to access other typesof
data. We have implemented a database plugin forVisIt that can
read our multiresolution hierarchy and provideVisIt renderers
with multiple resolutions of data.

We have integrated our multiresolution data software into
VisIt so that any rendering plugin can use the multiresolution
data. Existing plot plugins inVisIt should not have to be
recompiled to be made “multiresoluion aware”. To achieve
this task, we have separated our multiresolution data access
module from the visualization subsystem.

Our software consists of twoVisIt plugins. The first is a
Databaseplugin, which has the responsibility of reading and
importing data in our multiresolution format for use withVisIt
plots. The second plugin is anOperatorplugin, which presents
the user with a widget, implemented as anOperator Attribute,
to control the level of refinement from which the current plot
plugin gets its data. By checking the box “Auto Update” in
the VisIt user interface, changes to the current resolution will
automatically re-invoke theVisIt rendering pipeline, so that the
current plot is regenerated with the chosen level of refinement.

Technically speaking, our multiresolution control widget
does not “operate” on the data in the sense defined by the
VisIt framework (i.e., as a run-time filter). Instead, this widget
acts only as a front end controller to the database plugin,
directing it to fetch data at user specified resolutions. A
more proper implementation would not use an Operator for
such a task. Instead, a generic controller widget associated
only with the Database plugin should be implemented. We
are told that future versions ofVisIt will support such a

feature, and it is our intent to use that functionality when it
becomes available. Figure 1 showsVisIt visualizations for two
different resolutions of one time step from Geospace General
Circulation Model (GGCM) density simulation data [14], [15].

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We have developed a data model and tools that help the
scientist to achieve interactive visualization of very large sci-
entific data sets. To demonstrate our model, we have integrated
our preliminary implementation with the existing visualization
toolkit, VisIt. Renderers inVisIt are not aware of the mul-
tiresolution or distributed nature of the data. We believe our
environment can significantly improve the scientists’ research
toolkit. Current multiresolution data access is controlled by
an operator plugin. In the future we hope to extend our data
model integration by giving the scientist access to error data
directly in the visualizations. Error, or uncertainty information
is important because it can aid the scientist by showing regions
in the data in which the data changes rapidly. These regions
of interest can be viewed at a finer resolution for closer
examination. We also would like to extend the data model to
include both spatial and temporaladaptive resolutiondatasets.
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